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1: The Voodoo That You Do

I’m a shapeshifting bitch / you don’t know who you loving. 
—Princess Nokia

When I was five I watched the Little Mermaid in a continuous loop on 
VHS. I had long, lightning-blonde hair that I liked to let billow around me 
in the bathtub. Here I would sing mermaid songs in my girl-made caves of 
Mr. Bubble. There’s something transgressive about submerging your ears like 
shells. There’s something revelatory about finding the water line—a horizon 
with which to soften and mute the outside world. Contract the muscles in 
your neck. Lift your head. You’re above water, all-human and susceptive to the 
disease of routine. Let yourself fall backwards, press your prune-toes against 
the porcelain. You’ve fallen into a creature space.

The year I turned 27 I decided to leave my marriage behind me. My friend 
Alyssa gave me a tarot card reading in which most of the cards were from 
the Major Arcana, most of them upside down—except LUST, the one that 
occupied the spot representing me. A naked woman riding a lion holding up a 
chalice of blood or semen, depending on the light. In other decks: strength, a 
woman guiding a lion with a chain of flowers.

Alyssa was the first person I spoke to that night about my uncertainty—



the urgent need to flee the life I’d lived for nine years. I imagined the feeling to 
be similar to that of a snake molting, the innate knowing that change hung in 
my very skin. “You have to acknowledge what you’re feeling,” she said. “These 
things will continue to come up. You have to face them.”

Leaving feels like emerging from a lake that contains all the parts of my 
past. Three apartments, one moldy bed, a scratched-up table with unmatched 
chairs, and two gray (not my choice) couches collecting algae and silt between 
their cushions. Old mornings underneath arms that loved me. Old nights 
tangled in sleep on the couch, Star Trek playing while we dreamed separate 
dreams. Leaving feels like I’m walking into another lake, all my own. The 
water so clean I can see my own likeness in it.

The poems in this issue of Sporklet survive at the water-line. Sometimes 
parabolic. Sometimes low-lying, brushing their fingertips on the surface. They 
waver in the sweet spot between anima and animus - or sometimes just animal. 
Creature space is where wildness is found, where personhood exists in its 
purest form. Take a deep breath.  Now, dive in.

—Nichole Riggs Goff



  

2: Space Becomes Her 

I felt a funeral, in my brain
—Emily Dickinson

I don’t remember my mom and grandma talking, or even sitting in the same 
room. I never understood why there was such physical silence between them. 
I have a memory of going to St Frances of Cabrini Church with my grandma 
to pray.  A memory of my mom taking me to look at the donkey who lived 
across the street. I have very clear memories of my grandma from my teenage 
years, after my mom died in a car accident, but I have no moment of the two 
of them together to reflect on.

Last week, at a funeral for my friend’s father, I found myself thinking of 
my mother, my grandma, my aunt. They’re all dead. I missed two of the three 
funerals. What space will my grief fill? I did not kneel when they asked us to 
kneel because I was with people who have never kneeled in a pew and aren’t 
about to start. But I’m there wishing to kneel. Instead I pray. I don’t know to 
whom. I could say I’m praying to my mom or grandma, but I don’t think either 
of them would like that. They never liked to draw attention to themselves.

I invite my brother to funerals so I don’t have to go alone, so we can 
mourn together, because that space has been stolen from us in the past. I was 



in a coma and he was not. I was in a coma for a week. He was not, so he cried 
with a room of people in an elementary school cafeteria under fluorescent 
lights while uncles and coworkers talked about my mother’s life in front of a 
packed room. Were women wailing? Were the elementary school kids there? 
I wonder if any of those kids cried when my mom died. How old they would 
be now. Lots of poets have dead mothers, like all people do. Lots of poets have 
mothers who suck, like all people. How can we make a space for emptiness? 
How can we fill a space with silence?

I google my grandma’s name, and a picture of her in her 20s appears. She’s 
got long black hair and a camel-colored beret. She’s smiling. You can see her 
teeth. This picture was taken some years before she smashed her mouth on 
the bathtub, which eventually filled her mouth with gold, because that’s how 
dentists fix people. She’s got dark red lips and I still can’t believe she’s smiling. 
Her smile is a miracle. Her nose points downward. Her face turns to her right. 
I can see the tendon in her neck. 

The work in this issue makes space physical. It counts it, ticks it away with 
periods the way a metronome fills the silence before a song. Silence, in this 
issue, is heavy and expectant, like the air in a room where a funeral is held. It 
fills space with memory, with the retelling of trauma. It fills space with songs 
from childhood that we don’t want to forget, that we’d like to forget. Frère 
Jacques on repeat in my brain: my brother sleeping, my brother awake.

—Sally Roundhouse



* * * 

Sally Roundhouse is a poet and performance artist. She received her MFA 
from the University of Alabama and now lives in Tucson, AZ where she directs 
the literary arts nonprofit Casa Libre. 

Nichole Goff currently resides in Tucson, AZ. She graduated from the 
University of Notre Dame in 2016 with her MFA in poetry. Her chapbook 
Aluminum Necropolis was published in 2016, and is available from horse less 
press. Her most recent work can be found in the inaugural issue of Dream 
Pop Press. 
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CICADA CADENCE

A short film. View it here.

* * *

Nika Kaiser is a photographer, video and installation artist. Born in the desert of 
Tucson, Arizona, this native landscape informs her work as she combines ideas 
of psychological transformation, regional histories, folklore and environmental 
conservation.

Kaiser received her MFA from University of Oregon in 2013. Her work has 
been exhibited internationally, including recent shows at Bruce High Quality 
Foundation, Brooklyn, NY; Portland Museum of Modern Art, Portland, OR; 
Dikeou Collection, Denver, CO; Woodstock Byrdcliffe Guild, NY; University 
of Dubai, UAE; University of Rostock, GE. She has been the recipient of 
numerous awards, most recently the Pollock-Krasner Foundation Fellowship 
and a new works project grant from the Arts Foundation for Southern Arizona. 
She is an alumni member of the collective Ditch Projects in Springfield, OR.

https://vimeo.com/239570727
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SEA-WITCH TRANS MEMOIR  
FRESH ORCHI

Dear Sea-Witch will we live in your body when u are dead/we will live in 
your body when u are dead........................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................
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when did they die (there are so many dead witch- 
gods) .........................................................................................................................
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when u are dead.........................................................................................................
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......................................................................................................................i am six 
different gemstones of shining enemy my enemy our enemy i am so hot he 
tells me i am so hot (“how much just 2 lick”) Dear Sea-Witch i am an altar 
lick will we still live in your body...............................................................................
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ENEMY i am an altar i am an amulet god how much to fuck you in the ass 
(there are so many dead witch-gods) 



SEA-WITCH TRANS MEMOIR 
410,757,864,530 FEET ABOVE SEA 

LEVEL

When they came for us, we didn’t climb the trees. We thought about it, but there 
weren’t any nearby consenting to be climbed. This was obviously an error in the 
calculations by our forebears. Let me start over. The 78 Men Who Cause Pain came 
for us. Of course they didn’t come for us themselves, because they do nearly nothing 
themselves except that which causes their own pleasure at the expense of others, but 
they sent their cops in after us. I did not realize at the time that I was still living in 
Sea-Witch. I thought that the pain I had was great enough that surely I was outside 
of Sea-Witch, but I must have been wrong, because when the cops came in & began 
their bacterial destruction I found myself looking directly into the crying face of 
Sea-Witch, orange liquid pouring down her dark cheeks. She whispered I’m sorry 
& I whispered thank you before 8000 cops came & dragged us along the concrete 
until we were bloody. We yelled out things like Fuck You & We Are Monsters 
& There Should Be Beaches Here I Thought There Were Beaches. There were no 
beaches then though, only sound & concrete & flashes of red & blue bacterial light 
& concentrated pain that streamed from our heads down to the rest of us. The 
bacterial explained our “rights” to us. “Rights” are a thing made up by the 78 Men 
to describe the severely limited amount of movement one can make when tightly 
restrained. A scholar once explained that among people these “rights” are discussed 
as if they are freedom. As if they weren’t present to remind us of all the things we 
are not allowed. 

This is an ending of one kind. In this ending like all endings things can go on, even 
go on forever & one will think of it as no ending at all. There are other endings as 
well, but for those whom this ending is for it is not an ending at all but an event that 
leads to others. 



For example, another ending is that as we were being slain & nearly slain by the cops 
we prayed for Meteor (may she lay us waste) to come save us & she arrived in a peak 
of light in the sky that grew in flame-size to occlude all things. In this ending we 
die & so do the cops & so do the 78 Men & so do the living creatures & the witch 
gods & all restrained by time. In this ending not Meteor (may she lay us waste) but 
Time is the killer & Time creates a new world from the ashes of this one, but we do 
not get to see it. In this ending everything dies. 

There are so many endings. In one the cops see us & realize they are not bacteria but 
monsters & they return to the 78 men with us & we destroy them together against all 
odds. In this ending we create a world by & for monsters that encourages life & care 
beyond all else. In another ending the world is a frog having lunch & in this ending 
the frog eats the lunch (or does not eat the lunch & dies or skips lunch & eats dinner 
& is okay & says croak croak). In another ending light follows us in our paths & we 
glow much more brightly than before. In another ending I Am So Mad. In another 
ending nothing is real & this is the true ending. But because nothing is real truth is 
also not real & so this ending is only exactly as real as any other. In another ending I 
pull the suns from my body & the whole scene orbits them gently. In another ending 
I hate cops. Actually this is all endings. In another ending I am tired & fall asleep 
for awhile & dream of Sea-Witch & we explore each other’s bodies with our bodies 
& she comes in my mouth & I come in her mouth & we tell each other how good 
each other tastes. We awake in the trees, which consented & which we climbed 
when they came for us. We remember how the trees stretched up forever & how 
we arrived in the clouds where gayngels & living creatures surrounded us & fed us 
warm pierogies until we got better & were able to build again. Build again toward a 
place where we can live & expand our living to make space for the weakest above all, 
for they contain the magick for all life to finally begin. In this ending I change my 
name. In this ending I am a witch-god & realize I have always been so. 

Questions:
1. Did I ever tell you how Dog-Witch died?
2. Did I tell you she died in the sea?



3. Did I tell you she made a promise to Meteor (may she lay us waste) who 
in return made a promise back?

4. My neck is really sore.
5. Sea-Witch taught me about Dog-Witch, who formed her as a loving 

parent. Could you rub my neck?
6. That feels amazing.
7. Thank you.
8. A world was destroyed that is not ours & I feel like it is important for us 

to mourn that world. We know little about it but we do know that it was 
a place loved by many living things & many non-living things & that 
is enough for our mourning. Let me know if you have any questions for 
me. I’ll be around for awhile. I’m always open to questions. 

* * *

Moss Hope Angel is a book artist and crossgenre writer living in Oregon. Ze 
is author of five books, most recently Sea-Witch v.2: Girldirt Angelfog, the 
second in hir genrequeer abstract fantasy series. Hir work & words have been 
featured in Autostraddle, Verse Daily, Black Warrior Review & Gulf Coast. 
Ze is online at http://undying.club.

http://undying.club
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ENTRY 038::AFTER ASH 
WEDNESDAY>>MOON  

QUINCUNX PLUTO

It hurt and it had to happen

I keep the tooth in a hexagonal box in a square mounted wall altar. The 
box holds my bottom right wisdom tooth and the crown or cap that 
came off the tooth over the summer. After the crown came off, I went 
to the dentist. The dentist said the tooth should be fine because it was 
still sealed. Friday night after the marathon I was eating dinner and 
felt the tooth split apart. It was a horizontal split, making the back of 
the tooth a precarious canyon shelf clinging to my gumline. I do not 
have dental insurance. I am not fond of going to the dentist. I am able 
to schedule an emergency appointment with a dentist nearby for early 
Monday morning. The office calls to reschedule the appointment for 
later in the morning, twice. I hit my one-hitter before leaving the house. 
I am anxious. I catch the bus there and arrive half an hour early because 
I am certain I will have to fill out paperwork. The dentist is a black 
man. All of his staff are black women. They are all very friendly to me 
when I arrive. The attendant takes me into “the green room.” The dental 
assistant takes two x-rays of my tooth. It hurts because I have to bite 
down. The dentist explains the x-rays to me. The root canal that I had 
as a teenager failed either because the dentist did not drill far enough or 
because my roots were not fully formed at that time or both. So the roots 
of the tooth were still present as well as a bulging shadow of infection. 
Since the tooth was split completely the only course of action was to 
have the tooth extracted. This would cost 400 dollars. They had time in 
the schedule to perform the extraction immediately. Hearing all of this 
information increased my anxiety. I wanted to cry and go home, take a 
hot bath, climb back into bed. I felt like I needed more time to think 
but this was an emergency. I decided to have the tooth extracted. The 



dentist had to numb me three times but I could still feel sharp shooting 
spikes of pain as he twisted the elevator against the tooth, the force of 
it being pried out of its socket, ripped from the warm infected meat of 
my gums. I could hear the microsounds swelling through my cavernous 
mouth, my shallow faltering breaths. The dentist remarks on what a 
good patient I am being. His hands are in my mouth. My fear keeps me 
compliant. My limbic system divided. I could not be here. I could not 
be elsewhere. When the tooth has been extracted I take a selfie. I am 
standing on the sidewalk now. It begins to snow. I walk to campus. It 
is hard to breathe with the gauze in my mouth. I have a meeting with 
Maria. I have a shift at the library. The anesthesia is wearing off and I 
feel like I might blackout. I call a Lyft. I cancel my meeting with Maria. 
I call in to the library. I pick up the ibuprofen from Duane Reade. It is 
snowing in earnest now. I call another Lyft home. The pain is bearing 
down on me. I’m struggling to suppress the panic I feel screeching 
through me. I need to make it home. I remember. After the root canal, 
upsetting my mother. She yelled at me, slapped me, grabbed my jaw 
and pushed me against the wall. Before bed I stared in the mirror into 
bottomlessly vacant eyes. I swallowed the entire bottle of pills without 
thinking. In the morning I went to school. I race upstairs. In my room 
I cry. The pain is intense. I focus on my breathing until I fall asleep.

same birthday as Jesse James & John Cage think part of the problem is that 
anger is so indigestible maybe all emotion is indigestible what if my therapist is 
a ghost? i know my therapist is not a ghost(i ain’t felt the pressure in a little while 
it’s gone take some getting used to)the temptation to doubt reality pounds through 
my body like bassline radiation radiating snares and [I should have gotten off 
& caught the F at Jay, I’m probably going to be late] it means nothing to tell my 
therapist the litany of awful things that have happened it feels like reporting 
the weather to an open empty room it don’t matter who i tell who i told who 
would believe me anyway maybe it’s scarier if you believe me if you take me 
seriously if you notice things about me if my feelings matter because “what do 
you want from me?” is always going to be nagging me and if the answer seems 
to be “nothing” then i’ll be wondering which one of us is going to fuck it up first
E X P E C T D I S A P P O I N T M E N T E X P E C T D A N G E R
C A S T A S T R O P H E R U N A W A Y R U N A W A Y Y O U A R E



N O T S A F E H E R E Y O U A R E N ’ T S A F E A N Y W H E R E
{.............} is it okay now? I don’t remember this stop from last time —when 
i was younger I used to oversleep—on the weekends—because i hoped—
that it would help me to forget the things that were happening—when 
I took the pills—& didn’t die—I woke up the next morning—I didn’t 
even cry—just felt husked, unwanted, by default, beside demise—when 
i still believed in karma—where did this stream of water come from—

* * *

Sade LaNay is a poet and artist from Houston, TX. Sade is the author of Dream 
Machine (co-im-press, 2014) and self portrait (Birds of Lace, forthcoming) 
with poems featured in the Electric Gurlesque and Bettering American Poetry 
anthologies. They are a graduate of the MFA in Creative Writing at the Pratt 
Institute in Bed-Stuy.
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BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS.

She only watched tv at the gym. 
She had been wary of starting a fitness routine again. The obsession it 

could reignite. But it had been years since she had been to a gym or done 
anything more strenuous than taking a long walk, and her doctor said it might 
be good for her condition.

She walked into the facility and scanned the fob on her keychain. She put 
her bag in an unlocked locker in the locker room and went into the main room. 
Three flat screen tvs mounted in a row on a wall faced the cardio machines: 
CNN or another news channel always on the screen to the right, the middle 
screen perpetually off, the set on the left devoted to what she referred to as 
“the real estate channel.” Hours of programming about people buying and 
improving properties. Tiny houses, houses being hunted, houses being hunted 
internationally, houses being flipped, houses getting makeovers. Aspirational 
stuff.

Better homes than yours. An image of Marge Simpson holding a magazine 
and looking frazzled burned in her head. A portrait of middle class envy and 
discontent. She picked a treadmill on the left side of the room, the one closest 
to the window. She pressed the “manual” button, punched in her age and 
weight, and started with a jog at 5 miles an hour and a 3% incline. 

She usually worked out on the treadmill because it burned the most 
calories in the least amount of time. Running made her feel high, woozy but 



balanced. A peaceful blankness. She could concentrate on the numbers on the 
screen, watching time count up, watching miles accumulate incrementally, and 
not have to think about anything else. Neutral, like meditation. And it kind of 
worked, staring at the numbers made her thoughts slow down, pushing herself 
to keep going meant she didn’t have room to think about much else, unless she 
looked up at what was happening on tv. 

She could get lost looking at the colonials and mid-century moderns and 
craftsmans and ranch homes on the screen thinking about how she could improve 
her living situation, the changes she could make to her small studio apartment 
which was really just a tuff shed with an ant problem and drafty windows and 
no kitchen but a hotplate and no bathroom but the one in the main house where 
the landlord lived which meant carefully monitoring her liquid consumption 
lest she wake up her landlord’s family in the middle of the night. If only she 
knew how to drive and had a car and lived wherever the people on Fixer Upper 
lived. Housing seemed cheaper there.

She liked Fixer Upper best out of all the real estate shows. The show was 
always on in the afternoons, or at least it seemed like it was always on when 
she was at the gym. The couple, the show’s hosts, seemed natural. Genuine. 
The houses they renovated had charm. Their improvements weren’t gaudy, 
they were sensible. Their relationship seemed real, if not a bit hammy for the 
cameras. 

She wanted a relationship like Fixer Upper. She didn’t want a relationship. 
She thought about the show’s tagline: “We take the worst house in the best 
neighborhood and turn it into our client’s dream home.” She turned the speed 
up to 7 miles an hour.

The Fixer Upper couple is in a house they decide to temporarily call “the 
movie theater house” because the carpet is red in the living room and there’s 



a big white wall for projecting movies onto. She missed some of the close-
captioned dialogue while checking her pace and adjusting the incline, so she 
wasn’t sure of the full backstory, if the house really was a fulltime movie theater 
community space type thing or if it was just a funny passion project of the 
former homeowners. Inside what looks like a projector room, just a small weird 
little room with wood paneling on the walls, the Fixer Upper husband (what 
is his name? Chip? Skip?) picks a cockroach off the floor and suggests to the 
clients to dare him to eat the cockroach. They dare him, he hesitates, and then 
eats it. Everyone backs away in horror, including the Fixer Upper wife (what’s 
her name? Joanna? Jenna?) who makes a joke like, “don’t think you’re going to 
kiss me after this,” but they’re smiling at each other and everything is okay and 
you know they will probably kiss when the cameras aren’t filming because the 
teasing is just part of the cinemagic. In his confessional, Chip says he’s never 
backed down from a dare.

She imagined putting an insect from the floor of a vacant house in her 
mouth and in her mind could feel the crunchy creaminess of a chewed up 
exoskeleton on her tongue. She turned the incline up to 6% and stared at the 
display on the machine for the rest of her workout.



DUMB SUPPER.

Maggie woke up at 4am and wrapped her hair in a bandana. She started 
prepping and chopping vegetables for supper. Around 5am, she was joined by 
her cousins, the twins, Tiffany and Teresa. All three girls were born the same 
year.

With pots simmering on the stove and other items ready for the oven in 
the fridge, they took cut up rags and buckets of hot water mixed with vinegar 
and peppermint oil to the third floor and got to cleaning, working their way 
down through the rooms, wiping down the walls starting from the ceiling, 
tidying up, dusting, scrubbing, polishing. Everything must be fresh. Every 
trace must be scraped and rubbed clean with soft cloth. Everything must be 
welcoming and unmarked.

Maggie wiped the windows in the living room and noticed the light 
change slightly in the room. She looked out at the yard and the road down 
the hill, not really looking at anything but focusing intently. She wasn’t really 
thinking about anything. She walked into the kitchen and washed her hands, 
then stirred a pot on the stove. Tiffany and Teresa came into the kitchen and 
washed their hands and started rolling out dough for another dish. Maggie 
went upstairs to bathe.

Maggie showered and washed her hair, then toweled off and put on her 
terrycloth robe. She sat at her desk in her bedroom and carefully braided her hair 
as the twins took their turn in the bathrooms on the second and third floors.



Her parents and her aunt and uncle were probably still at the cemetery, 
paying their respects and tidying the headstones. 

In the dining room Maggie laid out six table settings, feeling fresh in 
her new dress, ironed and starched the night before by her mother. A gift. 
Tiffany and Teresa came down the stairs, barefeet quietly thumping the worn 
wood. The three of them opened the windows in the dining room and the 
living room, then went into the kitchen to retrieve the squash lanterns. From 
the kitchen, the three girls walked in single file to the front door, Tiffany 
leading the way. Tiffany opened the door and spun clockwise as she crossed 
the threshold. Teresa and Maggie followed. 

They sat on the porch and waited until the lightning bugs started showing, 
then lit the white candles blessed and dressed with frankincense inside the 
lanterns. Tiffany stood up and placed her lantern on one of the front steps, then 
turned counterclockwise as she passed through back into the house. Teresa and 
Maggie did the same. Tiffany lit the candles on the table and was already sitting, 
so Maggie and Teresa went into the kitchen to put the finishing touches on 
the meal and bring the plates out. Six plates, six settings. The three girls sat and 
ripped the pone of cornbread on their plates in half, placing the other half on the 
plate on the setting to their right. 

Maggie’s pone was still wet in the middle. She took a bite and chewed a 
few times before swallowing. She looked over at Tiffany, staring at the candle 
in front of her, then at Teresa, pushing the food around on her plate with her 
fork. The candles blew out and Maggie felt a cold rush at the back of her neck. 
She looked at the empty seat to her right and felt frozen in place.

Tiffany screamed and ran out of the house down to the road. Teresa 
jumped up out of her chair.

“This wasn’t supposed to happen. This wasn’t your night,” Teresa said to 



Maggie. “Now look what you’ve done.”
Teresa ran outside to comfort her sister. Distant voices of the twins crying 

and shouting for their parents wafted through the open windows, and Maggie 
just stared at the man seated next to her, an icy hand against her neck holding 
her head firm.



HAUNTED HOUSE.

We owned a haunted house. An attraction of sorts, maybe you could call it a 
tourist trap, but we lived there too.

We spent our days repairing leaky ceilings and raking dead leaves. 
Homemade bread and jam. Taking turns with the chores, but we knew our 
place. I liked the quiet, and you liked the cold.

Arms locked, we took people on tours of the grounds. Some 
said it felt like the Strangers On A Train amusement park: body of 
water, islands, scattered woods perfect for choking, and pale brown 
fields stretching over hills and disappearing into dusk. 

It scared me at night, but you held my hand. 
One evening while crossing the woods, we came across a huddled form. 

A red-haired hag drinking the blood from a werewolf, to restore her looks. As 
she lapped, the wrinkles fell from her neck.

‘Don’t tell my husband,’ she said, stroking the wolf ’s fur, but we kept 
walking, quickening our pace.

You put your hand on the small of my back and left it there, guiding me 
along trails and helping me avoid tree roots underfoot all the way home. 

 That was the last significant thing that happened to us before I decided 
to leave.



* * * 

Alexandra Naughton is the founder and editor in chief of Be About It press. 
Her first novel, American Mary, was published by Civil Coping Mechanisms 
in 2016. She lives and writes fiction in beautiful Richmond, California.
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OMEN

A burning omen nestled deep within the soft stomach of a tiny double-
throated dog zooms out from dream to SunTM rising, up through the fiery ring 
of demon’s pupil into understanding, central reality, its body collection strung 
along a glowing skeletory system of dark planets, organ-matter, tendons, &the 
rose-furled gut of blooming consciousness Is a prince’s corpse capable of 
dream? a demon never answers clearly eye-luster expensive SunTM thinks as he 
slides his hand up and over solar silk of his starlit pectoral slow into the quiet 
space beneath the pillow where they set the demon every night Astrological 
nails catch around Belial’s smooth throats Galaxy CrushTM and its black teeth 
blister photographically (disastrous) 
 
TROUBLE SLEEPING?

Eyes hemorrhaging lava Belial cute enough to kill SunTM snaps the 
picture #nofilter #iwokeuplikethis #sweetdreams #midnighthour #realSun 
#dogsofinstagram #demon #furbaby #Belial rises halfway into wakeful slips 
one black-veined limb down to the emerald fox-fur rug and ascending SunTM 

TROUBLE SLEEPING?



pulls demon into orbit, soft settles into plush of the velvet chair at an IceTM 
encrusted vanity
“Did you send me another nightmare?”
Small beetles swarming petal edges of the demon’s gaping mouths and laughs 
I DIDN’T SEND IT

Lets the quiet mirror sleep SunTM passing light fingers slender shadows through 
the sample feathers neat between clear crystal slides Pressed seventeen to 
choose his set of brindled wings for night tomorrows celebrity gala selects 
instead his favorite thirty-one gauge needle slips the burning liquid into his 
blackness throbbing most necrotic vein and formaldehyde reacts to a casualty 
of form which is attractively deceased 
 
“Father of Lies” (thinking humor) “Fucking sure”

Cloud cover lifts across gleaming tile of the translucent tower death throes of 
midnight stars outlining stoppered glass the bottles of every size and shape 
tempered for alchemic process, the smaller spells breathing softly dreamy 
sleep to pump lunar sparkling light like blood, and each of six by six by six 
the needles line up three-dimensional suspended rose-golden into an opal 
inlaid crystal box, the centipede pierced with tiny pearl-capped pins, &IceTM 
glittering fine dunes upon enchanted a small wrought-silver handheld mirror, 
razored into perfect lines of crackling dust &ultrafine Post-injection SunTM 
runs a single finger along the pointed ridges of Belial’s miniature jagged spines 
&the basilisk pet inside a bell jar overturned and hissing sinks reptilian back 
to sulky silence at the demon’s festering smolder

I DIDN’T SEND IT



Yawning purrs Belial’s second throat an undertone denial 
Its first, cruelly WHERE IS MOONTM TONIGHT?” 

SunTM dilating against inside of his burnished eyelids drops the glimmering 
needle into  “She’s sleeping over at some asshole’s beach house” Both celestial 
bodies existing within a single dogstar fainter now for distance, one along the 
major constellation “It’s a serious romantic phase”

DO YOU MISS HER? 

Two selves pressed within a small pocket of reality, a certain lack of corporate 
design, “She’ll be back” 

SHOW ME THE DREAM

Pentagonal switch against vanity’s resting space SunTM clicks on and activates 
device input into mystical reflection of the mirror’s appealing technomantic 
face, program of predetermined systemic symmetry the numbers coalesce 
into its antimatter eyes the voice metallic clicking of insectine legs against 
the clearest bell Connected code linguistic via Bluetooth SunTM demands 
recital of his tormented psychic waves, plays projected inside the rowan frame 
multi-dimensional (carved harts ruby-throated with gilt of lightening gold-
imprinted tines) &holographically, tastefully the mirror replicates a space that 
he desires dreaming splintered thrice as follows: 

[video feed]

I’M NOT SATAN

DO YOU MISS HER?

SHOW ME THE DREAM



(1)
Sees her in the celebrity sex museum 
amphitheater empty ceilings white marble high 
and multicolored glass it’s filled with pleasing 
cases framed amethyst clustering around the 
objects carefully arranged atop twilit interior 
velvet consumers wind among the curiosities 
examining SunTM polished face turned toward the 
moon-strung hair of his mother’s supple carcass 
She is facing the largest video feed a magnified 
projection of a woman’s open heart surgery Turns 
to watch on silver strings as SunTM dragged back 
into the pitch pentagram Lavender BitchTM nails 
breaking on the icy floor candles burning at each 
stellar point looks up into the mirror of another 
black hole star, this one flowing full of corpses 
dark blood dripping down into his glossy golden 
eye boils as they ignite the formaldehyde-laced 
body and project a livestream of his raging death 
onto a wall for future generations He watches 
himself as he is burning burning burning burning 
burning  burning  burning  burning  burning  
burning

(2)
Sees her in the celebrity sex museum 
amphitheater high ceilings empty white marble 
and multicolored glass it’s filled with cases 
framed amethyst cluster pleasing around the 
objects arranged dusky atop interior carefully 
velvet consumers wind examining among the 
curiosities SunTM face turned polished toward the 
moon-strung hair of his mother’s slender carcass 
She is facing major video feed a magnified 
projection of a boy’s open heart surgery Turns 



to look on strings silver as SunTM dragged back 
into the pentagram pitch Lavender CuntTM nails 
breaking icy on the floor burning candles at each 
stellar point looks up into another black hole 
star the mirror of this flowing full of corpses one 
dark drop drips down into his lustrous golden eye 
boiling as they detonate the formaldehyde-laced 
body livestream project of his expiry onto the wall 
for impending generations He sees himself and 
he is burning burning burning burning burning  
burning  burning  burning  burning  burning

(3)
Sees her in the celebrity sex museum 
amphitheater ceilings white marble high and 
empty polychromatic glass filled with attractive 
cases it’s framed quartz cluster around the 
objects atop arranged twilit interior silk carefully 
consumers wind among the curiosities examining 
SunTM expression polished turned toward the 
star-strung hair of his mother’s supple corpse 
She is prevalent facing the video feed a magnified 
projection of a girl’s open heart surgery Turns on 
silver strings to watch as SunTM forced back into 
the pitch pentagram Lilac BitchTM nails breaking 
on the glacial floor at each stellar point candles 
burning looks up into the repetition of another 
endless void, this one bursting forth with corpses 
black blood trickling down into his glossy golden 
eye and boils as they ignite the raging body, 
project a formaldehyde-laced livestream of his 
death onto the screen for future generations 
He watches himself and he is burning burning 
burning burning burning  burning  burning  
burning  burning  burning



SOMEWHERE ALONG THE OUTER RIM OF MY PERIPHERAL 
NERVOUS SYSTEM, HEAVILY OBSCURED BY THE HOMUNCULUS 
NEBULA, THERE IS A SMALLER STELLAR SYSTEM KNOWN AS 
ETA CARINAE

Small electric window of his gemstone-splattered cell phone displays,
Wikipedia:

the stars of the Eta Carinae system are completely 
obscured by dust and opaque stellar winds 

“So?” scrolling bored

...a unique object, with no very close analogues 
currently known in any galaxy. Therefore, its 
future evolution is highly uncertain, but almost 
certainly involves further mass loss and eventual 
supernova.

Canine smile hellfire backlit,
DO YOU BELIEVE THAT YOU MATTER?

“Over 80.1M followers on Twitter”

DO YOU BELIEVE THAT YOU’RE THE HERO OF THIS STORY?

SOMEWHERE ALONG THE OUTER RIM OF MY PERIPHERAL 
NERVOUS SYSTEM, HEAVILY OBSCURED BY THE HOMUNCULUS 
NEBULA, THERE IS A SMALLER STELLAR SYSTEM KNOWN AS 
ETA CARINAE

DO YOU BELIEVE THAT YOU MATTER?

DO YOU BELIEVE THAT YOU’RE THE HERO OF THIS STORY?



“I’m the cover of this month’s Sorcerer’s Quarterly magazine, I gave a delightfully 
insightful interview”

BUT ARE YOU BRAVE ENOUGH TO HYPERNOVA? Belial’s throats 
crooning fire and anticipation Eyes twin sets drooling coals into the dark 
center of any universe, 
its dangerous hearts 
its binary flux resolving into 

                                                      WE COULD DESTROY IT

INT. S&MTM’S LUXURY TOWER (UPPER EAST SIDE) – NIGHT

SunTM: “Destroy what?” (still bored)

Belial: THE FUTURE

SunTM: “You always want to destroy something” 

Belial: DON’T YOU?

SunTM: “Nothing ever stays dead” 
Belial: THERE I CAN BE OF GREAT ASSISTANCE

SunTM: “You haven’t finished what we started when we summoned you, our 
mother is still dead as fuck”

BUT ARE YOU BRAVE ENOUGH TO HYPERNOVA?

WE COULD DESTROY IT

THE FUTURE

DON’T YOU?

THERE I CAN BE OF GREAT ASSISTANCE



Belial: THINK OF THIS AS AN INTERESTING SUBPLOT

SunTM: (touches perfectly muscled thighs down to his tight erection, stares 
directly into dark arts)

* * *

[video feed]

Belial: slips wet        beneath his flushed skin 
fluorescence of intelligent possession shining 
spheres along the violent     
golden                       mobile of his 
             panting                         adolescent 
body
SunTM: (less bored, majorly dramatic)  “Your 
price?” says yes   splits          open and
Belial: tethers     through the smoking brand
SunTM:

thrumming softly against King Pop’s newest track and disintegrates tenderly 
into smooth surface of the vanity’s pearl-plated oblivion, demonic swarm 
multiplying from gilt-sheathed corners More intriguing current events Belial 
notes its own increasing $$$ value via Twitter over 90.2B escalating into this 
universe alone,       suspicious

The dogbody crosses paws and finds itself reading SQ magazine
The dogbody finds itself crossing paws and reading SQ magazine

THINK OF THIS AS AN INTERESTING SUBPLOT



The dogbody reads SQ magazine and finds itself crossing paws
The dogbody crosses paws itself reading SQ magazine and finds 
Crossing paws the dogbody itself reading and finds SQ magazine
Crossing paws the dogbody reads SQ magazine and finds itself



KING POP

He would later tell Stars Magazine that he fucked her into existence, Ice™ 
crusting on his delicately flared nostrils and glimmering iridescent hard in 
the glow from a light bulb hung slow swinging from its exposed wiring, the 
shadows swelling colder with each thrust of his sweat-encased body against 
the dead porcelain as yet unmarked by the silver needles of an approaching 
supernova 

He had focused primarily on the lack of crystal chandelier upon entry, the 
black parts of the moon sweated the corners of the shitty apartment building 
melted a heat wave slid down the necrophilia like wavering swollen fingers and 
the corpse seeped cold like an iceberg a wanton oasis flowering underneath 
assailing florescence, so he could not look away was possessed by every 
phantom thirst was so undeniably smitten The taxidermist demanded that he 
remove his dark mask and the sunglasses, threatened him with sorcery “I run 
a professional business ” slender fingers into the resting circles underneath 
heavier eyes and placing a small enchanted silver box etched with the graceful 
loops and swirls of a truly romantic onto the table,  “put your shit here you can 



get it back on your way out” 
“I’ve never heard your name before” 
“That’s how this works”
“I’ll need some evidence of credentials”
“See for yourself ” (he drew aside the curtain, no flourish)

The taxidermist’s credentials were (relevant in light of the interviews post 
sex-tape release) displayed inside two shimmering gold-leaf picture frames, 
perfectly straight mounted at approximate eye level from storage dust-free 
underneath the heavy silver animals parading thread across lush black velvet of 
the concealing curtain halves, along heavy metal rods finished each end with a 
large chunk of white-striped onyx reflective dark eyes blinking and separated 
by one inch of hexagonal wallpaper Pressing a small lever hidden to the right 
of the curtain the taxidermist initiated 10x holographic magnification words 
strung together like “institute of taxidermy” “witness whereof ” “presented 
at white haven” “____________” producing certain feelings of reassurance, 
ultimately comprised of: (1) blood-stamped certificate and (1) clipped entry 
from the most recently published taxidermist’s Gold Compendium carefully 
devoid of his underground fame as preservationist and trendsetter of the 
female celebrity body



 

Gold Compendium, pp.1223 (partial)

FINCH, HERMEN. – Comparative Anatomy and Ornithology.

Prominent anatomist and ornithologist well versed in the art of 
alchemy, a modest sorcerer, and Professor of Zoology at University 
of Oxford, England. One of the first authorities on the transitional 
skeletons of winged foxes in Europe. Designation: white.

1. Anatomical Researches. New York. 1996. This contains remarks 
on the use of liquid plastics in revitalization of animal bodies 
and skeletons.

2. Memoir sur un nouveau genre d’Animaux (Vulpes). Paris, 
2007. folio, in an 8vo pamphlet.

3. Observations & Meditation on the Fascination attributed to 
the Phantom rose-speckled deer. London. 2010.



Proceeding retrograde into the moment these qualifications were what was 
given to the now unmasked man standing light between the columns of the 
mosaic-lined foyer, a figure whose name was not asked nor given the wet glow 
of his metallic skin marker of status anyway and too the thin gold wire bisecting 
a perfectly sculpted face: King Pop obviously Finch exited, turned the heavy 
jewel-crusted key into the gothic lock alone and leaving KP to the silver pins 
of all sizes, various apparatus of specimen collecting, neatly shelved boxes every 
dimension, for small and delicate animals, and their skeletons, &c., Knives, 
scissors, needles, thread, &c. Crystal tubes, beakers, assorted flasks, tiny clear 
flames purple, blue, green like reptile eyes, the crucible, transmutative alembic 
and mortar and pestle, &c. He advanced inward toward the manifest body 
pressed hot eyes against its cold past the ordered tools of meticulous alchemic 
process without absorbing the careful beauty of their function, viewed the 
setting from every vantage conscious of this moment’s starry potential his 
physically aroused with begging for the soft death of icy plastic, skin and 
artfully sculpted metallic wire

Placing the camera in the doorway presented the image as a secret the viewer 
walks into a distant three-dimensional display of super-sexy adultery, wife 
replaced with a much better looking carcass, the viewpoint moves forward 
rotating every angle of enviable violent stardom The creation of a newer and 
more captivating sex tape is possible,

[video feed]

Position: fetchingly, long silver hair 
Purple: bruise
an infinitely fuckable mannequin, perfect plastic 



posed one arm turned slightly the soft swell of the 
rosy inner arm exposed like begging, for wolves 
for gold-capped teeth or blood-letting saliva as 
his eyes consumed with emerald flames 
was malleable

Briar: this is truthfully the name that he gave her, in part for the vegetative 
longing that shone across the surface of her implanted eyeballs liquid-honey 
glass like an animal looks directly into light but also into the tender space of his 
own small growl at the hands of an unkind existing The truth is that after he 
returned home he bought a small obsidian-plated cat with quartz-colored eyes 
is that he wanted so desperately to love … but without the violent connection 
of painful sex lost interest its negligent death is remembered fondly as the 
dawn of the lavender suit and tie, all things reduced to an emerging funerary 
fashion trend In progression, his agent sued Saturn Models for their use of his 
naming settling outside of court for more $$ than he knew or cared or needed 
and Briar™, was theirs to transform into prophetic the sun goddess of future 
cults wet dreams of children sliding fingers inside themselves for the first time 
they could remember how much fame can physically exist inside a single body 
at one point in time? 

KP was not anticipating, at least in this sense, eclipse

[video feed]

Sun and moon stones encrust the sharp thorned 
lashes of her frosted eyeballs rhinestone twinkles 
ridging the lush pop! of her Red Desire™ lip 
gloss, the world becomes full on necrophiliacs 
and the shadow suited agents add another zero 



to the end of an eternally lengthening list of $$, 
leggy and totally death-knelled the stagelight 
erupts to outline her preservative laced lily skin 
a thousand rainbow prisms refracting from the 
mirrored micro-finish of her glass sewn bodice

or even the outrageous scandal of accidental exposure adjacent, an underground 
celebrity-modification taxidermist’s collective masquerading normalcy as 
renown professors across Europe (one taxidermist namely Finch transgressing 
farther than any man or woman before him), but instead toward climax, 
power and control cold ice freezing blood in his veins and the sex tape looping 
infinitely along the planes of zeroes and ones forever spiraling into unlimited, 
really not looking at all but out into the distance of an endless recital (mostly 
terror and            emptiness)

The point is this: that there was afterward an understanding made between 
the men the video was duplicated with non-verbal consent released like sound 
into the night leaning in for all ears and him presenting shocked like it was 
anything but agreed upon in advance that night, when the moon fluxed into 
the partial bones of the gorgeous corpse strung together with small charms 
and crafted silver wire, dislodged from the churning river of progressing time 
The burst of paparazzi onto the scene would have been gauche and done and 
over and please because this is the future and so the video bloomed billions 
into the universe of digital landscape viruses infinite across the uncountable 
lust-drinking gazers cold light of screens flickering lonely across their veined 
eyelids like touch He would later tell the media that he fucked her into existence, 
Ice ™ crusting his delicately flared nostrils and glimmering iridescent hard in 
the glow from a light bulb hanging and slow swinging from its exposed wiring, 



the shadows swelling with each thrust of his sweating body against her dead 
porcelain-white skin as yet unmarked by the silver needles of her approaching 
future Many readers whisper sweetly quenched lips smacking delight around 
monster and truthfully but he was not only a fucking monster also a product a 
product selling out then and now and still a product after his second gruesome 
death, $$, a product while fucking also telling himself he loved, she loved and 
a product, burning



REBIRTH™

This holographic image is presented as the forefront of the Rebirth™ Tour 
advertising campaign, 

BRIAR™ LIKE SHE’S NEVER BEEN SEEN BEFORE
ALIVE & BREATHING

* * *
DEATH IS OVER, WE ARE LIVING 

IN THE FUTURE

[video feed]

The slim waist of a woman slides out of 
aquamarine water somewhere a beach and the 
scalpel removes the fleshy exterior of the body 
until only the smallest portion of the lung is 
exposed continuing movement deeper into it’s 
scandal and consumption the glittering blood 
is barely veiling and the stark nakedness of her 
insides creates a racy sense of almost orgasm, 
cosmic



The slender waist of a young woman slides 
out of aquamarine water somewhere and the 
scalpel removes the exterior of the fleshy body 
only the smallest portion of the lung is exposed 
continuing the movement deeper into it’s scandal 
it’s consumption the blood does not veil the 
openness of her gently pulsing insides creates a 
sense of cosmic orgasm

A young woman’s slender waist slides out of azure 
waves somewhere on a beach is warming the 
knife removes the flesh exterior of her body until 
only the smallest portion of the lung exposed 
continues moving deeper into it’s scandal and the 
hungry glittering blood is barely veiling the dark 
nakedness of her insides soft breathing and edge 
of the approaching orgasm, cosmic

The slim waist of a woman slides out of 
aquamarine water somewhere a beach and the 
scalpel removing the fleshy exterior of the form 
until only a small portion of lung is exposed 
continuing movement deeper into it’s pleasing 
outrage and consumption it’s the smoldering 
blood barely conceals the glaring nakedness of 
her insides creates a sensuality of cosmic orgasm 
almost 

The slim waist of a girl slides out of blue water 
somewhere the shore and the scalpel removes 
the body’s fleshy exterior until only the smallest 
portion of her lung remains exposed to continue 
movement deeper inside it’s scandal and 
consumption the luminous red is barely veiling 



and the stark nakedness of her insides creates a 
thrilling sense of almost orgasm, cosmically 

So it begins in the manner of 

a lotus moves across the water beauty and unattached drifts removed 
from its surrounding paparazzi unaware the world is

and finds itself filled by a divine
purity and resurrection,

an anti-neon
opening

Rebirth™ initiates the fleshy petals descending outward colored light against 
white smoke and silver ghosts pouring thousands into the black radiance of 
simulated night, she rises rosy glow of skin alive nocturnal and silver pins 
drawing garnet blood, crucified, gleaming metal pierced clean through both 
slender wrists like butterfly wings spread wet from the murky ooze of the 
chrysalis, drips violent, indigo and emerald-rose edged in biodusk crown to 
ankle sheathed luminous against the flesh of the pulsing flower She lifts her 
chin slowly, face obscured by a veil slowly slipping down, revealing moves 
post-rebirth without external manipulation and when the silver pins retract 
she lands hip popped, toe pointed, breasts forward and Heavenly Fire™ lips 
pursed underneath eyes hard and black like stones

Ground: the river burns jade, flowing underneath transparent glass, the pale 
lotus blooming center stage and violence contained but thrumming up through 
the soles into her mouth Ghosts descend as river fog, will ‘o wisps called by 
her lip-synching words appearing without speech swarm like insects and the 



stage becomes swollen and cold with the whispers of “please”, strobe lights, 
and the crowd favorite “Ghost Lover” spiraling inward sounds fading, obscure 
her body with hands grasp desperately for a living host

[costume change]

Lit simultaneously from all directions from the sudden starlight of one hundred 
pearly orbs, ghosts banished by a single melodic incantation of stardom, she 
clicks the clear plastic of her stiletto platforms against intentionally the violet 
marble of the gushing waterway everything crystal and plastic, filled with fairy 
lights, breathing skin visible dusted with the glitter of crushed diamonds and 
iridescent beetles crawling up the column of her throat and ankles organic 
gemstones, shoulder pauldrons bristle brow crowned with jagged spines 
of black obsidian and thorns the red blood running wet rivulets down the 
transparent bones of her face and lacy corset hemorrhaging tulle froth around 
hips a long train behind her bisects the entirety of stage and carried by six 
small girls cloaked in roses and blush leotards with thin golden circlets and 
heavy lines across their youthful thighs and faces 

Her silver hair is sewn with pearls and the lotus bursts into flame, 
“Exquisite” 

Fire roaring outward from her locus all directions, a halo of flames surrounds 
her face and hands, one hundred holographic images of Briar™ refract, each 
rotating in sync 
and everything overflows
with Briar™



The glass stage slides open, the river roils white foam as images continue to 
move across the water on sparkling heels, dividing and multiplying like cells, 
mutation limitless, the crowd rampant and burning and on the edge she begins 
to rise into the heavens, all images converging into a single point of absolute 
Light the phoenix is released, plumage erupting into solar flares topaz flames 
and ruby feathers crackling with heat lightning and bigger than anything and 
everything at once it passes burning sun spots into vision she slides a crystal 
sword from the scabbard of her spine, pierces the thin blade between the avian 
ribs and into the bloody phoenix heart passing in intersection with her own 
blue embers dripping like blood onto the upturned faces below most of the 
audience mutilated eternally screaming and screaming their agonized pleasure 
into the sphere-enclosed skylight It falls screaming into the raging water below, 
crying rubies like tears to extinguish against the torrent bristling clouds of 
steam and smoke rising to engulf the stage with blindness, everyone, the world, 
screams, screams, and the phoenix screams, finally dies a mind-blowing dirge 
of last heart-wrenching trill, its sound of crystal bells and begging, screams

[costume change]

Briar™ has reached the center highest point directly overhead she is revealed 
a fiery goddess hooded with golden feathers heavy armor across her breasts 
and one shoulder the swelling fabric of her sunrise gown whipping cruel in 
the quickly rising cyclone, she looks down eyes hidden behind ebony eyelashes 
dusted red with gemstones waiting, a pause, the crowd can’t breathe and water 
below churns a whirlpool of wet teeth and starved obliteration

REBIRTH™



descending, the neon screen envelops the enclosed stage, the sphere, every 
consciousness the world and the moment is magnified by billions, inescapable 
and pressing relentlessly against the glaring eyeballs of every witness: 

[video feed]

the phoenix is being reborn a rising colossus 
wings outspread each feather lined with golden 
light and singing as it rises, aligns with BriarTM 
arms outstretched eyes up and burning chest torn 
open heart beating visible beneath the white cage 
of her ribs, each synthetic bone entwined with 
silver chains and a field of blooming flowers

* * *
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ASSIMILATION ROOMS

as a choir girl   I was prohibited from 
singing the songs I knew  in the piano 
room       another kind of amor prohibido 
I get so weak in the knees     I can hardly speak 
no that’s vulgar singing  trained singers 
hold the note aloft    faithful   so pleasing 
to protestants     so taught out of myself   I 
sing edelweiss  frère jacques    stille nacht 
line up for oktoberfest          in a theater  a 
bank    and C lunch  stuff my tamed boca 
with vinegar  bratwurst   & the finest 
european feathers1

1 “… in the environments that adopt assimilation policies and devalue children’s culture of origin, schools and 
parents may feel pressured to assimilate children into mainstream culture for children’s survival and success, 
resulting in further loss of culture of origin and/or marginalization from both cultures.” —Yoon, Eunju, et. al. 
“Content Analysis of Acculturation Research in Counseling and Counseling Psychology: A 22-Year Review.” 
Journal of Counseling Psychology, Vol. 58, No. 1 ( January 2011): 83-96.



in gym admire whitegirl nipples soft & pink     as 
sow’s ears   so unlike your own dark   in physics 
learn parallax:   the effect of position   upon 
viewing an object   in english learn the greats 
are from europe new york             use parallax in a poem       b 
minus    learn your place     is beneath    the blondes 
who snitch    on you       see them off to college 
from behind a register    a farewell to arms     on 
the road     they’re bound     for    europe harvard 
columbia new york    cash your  check     at the 
northside quikcash     know your  place   is going 
nowhere   in government   argue with mr. 
lockwood   who teaches the confederate flag 
means state’s rights      DETENTION before work 
apron stinks up your backpack    catch a ride    learn 
to serve      classmates with a smile     at home   help 
mami    with the laundry   feed the baby    shave 
your fingers & toes   scrub the dark off your nipples 
in gym clock    a seven minute mile    clean cotton 
morning     the only ahead you get     parallax:    the  
effect of position       upon viewing an object3 

2 Patient trauma         death   maternal     primary caretaker      failure to acculturate in childhood       late 
english acquisition      depressive      oppositional defiant         school predominantly culturally American      
home environment predominantly of the heritage culture         working class     abuse        

3 “This association is purported to reflect, in part, the impact of negative experiences faced by immigrants 
in the process of assimilation, i.e. acculturative stressors. However, these findings can be explained by high 
levels of risk for psychiatric disorder among the US-born members of ethnic minority populations, who have 
both high risk for psychiatric disorders and high levels of acculturation relative to immigrants.”— Breslau, 
Joshua, et. al. “Migration from Mexico to the US and Subsequent Risk forDepressive and Anxiety Disorders: 
A Cross-National Study.” Arch Gen Psychiatry. 2011 April ; 68(4): 428–433.



1995    budding black    swallow each received 
blue eye    that watches    your house 
tongued    in their language   after midnight    
whitewash every brown      bikini thrill      cut 
& sell     that wild black braid:      america’s 
cash     pawn used blue eyes     on your 
peroxide tongue    take out your original eyes 
& replace    pull your people’s melodies    
lamenting doves    out of your ears     plug the 
wound with hot        and thick forgetting    nevermind    
your mysterious origin      each milk tooth     a little 
bloodrot    in virgin linen   each plait of river    in your 
head    unravels   your brightening body     from corpus 
(luckily so luckily here)     each day a passing      (cross 
leg uncross)   new record            hidden track:      
nevermind      nameless   overwritten





INCIDENT:  Nothing     an immigrant’s 
daughter does     is intelligible.     We were 
lenient  on them   you understand:  their 
promise.     Pity.     Bright girl.    Girls with 
HONOR   don’t have these     kinds of problems. 
Zero tolerance. We’ll show that    involuntary 
body.  Its spill from contours. That   language 
has no place           in this class 
                 break that     dark horse still 
bucking       a tighter bridle   don’t believe you 
young lady    stealing    or giving it away    like 
that    EXPEL          truck driver filth    they have 
no place    in this palimpsest   nothing an 
  immigrant’s daughter does     is defensible 
you can be anything   in America   when you’re 
made          an example         

PUNISHMENT: ONE STRIKE.    Or, petrified 
lightning.   A storm’s release     drowned wild 
in white sand         a heat       assimilated ever- 
rooting     its permanent             
                                                 shatter



ASSIMILATION PROGRESS REPORT

GYM      learn whitegirl nipples      are pink      you      an erotic shame smoke  
a      shotgun pass       run for hours      even when they say dyke    throw rocks          
at your head

PHYSICS learn 1. parallax, (n.) the effect whereby an object appears to differ 
according to viewer position         2. matter (n.) physical substance which  occupies  
space; an affair or situation under consideration; the reason for distress or a  
problem: 3. the tricks of English         tricks of the trade

TEXAS HISTORY learn a swindle: Mexico sold      pacific goldveined mountains 
a fixer upper     now known as Oregon, California, Colorado, Idaho, Utah, 
Arizona, New Mexico, Texas     MANIFEST DESTINY REAL ESTATE USA 
Multiple Choice: a. be quiet     as paperwork        so that the cotillion        may 
accept       their blond praise    their every award       b. hold hands with their 
whiteboys     c. raise your question      they’ll escort you out     put you in the 
basics class         with the other            not academic material

ENGLISH    On the Road    of aching oats    high and funded wandering 
while your father     is pulled over         in that same desert         asked to show 
his papers      before the gig      learn Sal Paradise       loved a Mexican girl 
but not enough       to name her     and shhh     Brandon from Wimbledon 
is talking     and he is three-story brilliant        ha ha ha       the voices      that  
matter (n.)     are the people       who matter (n.)         ivybright and ivory

GOVERNMENT learn     confederate flag      is state’s rights      a doubled- 
language      makes right a boundless estate       makes rightless      a bound 
body      starry cross on spinning Jeep      caked in mud       ridin boys 
protected as a plantation      and the founders:      holy signatures      failed 
assimilators      but here we are     negotiating their terror



“… in the environments that adopt assimilation policies and devalue children’s culture of origin, schools and 
parents may feel pressured to assimilate children into mainstream culture for children’s survival and success, 
resulting in further loss of culture of origin and/or marginalization from both cultures.” —Yoon, Eunju, et. al. 
“Content Analysis of Acculturation Research in Counseling and Counseling Psychology: A 22-Year Review.” 
Journal of Counseling Psychology, Vol. 58, No. 1 ( January 2011): 83-96.

At work learn      to wipe that (with a) smile       from three to one       and use 
the front computer      to clock      or his hand      will hard     between my legs 
again     the booth is empty      after midnight    for homework    GLOSSARY 
parallax: the effect of position upon viewing an object



* * *
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STAYING ALIVE IS HARD ENOUGH

i. 

A woman is reading your cards and the moon

is one of the cards and you want    
to be the moon 

whose colors can’t be described    

in gender or as human 

but as a type of cold      
a diagnoses of color 

from a neighboring planet, a place the woman says

is your home, a home where one day you will return

and she will go with you. 

ii.

She is not a woman but she looks like



a woman 

who is used to people leaving, who is used to leaving

because everyone is just a doppelgänger of someone else

who gets off on her vulnerability, who closes 

the elevator door on her 

like in that movie with someone who looks like you 

but is not actually you and in that movie, the woman says

I am afraid 

of the next card, of the birds flying above an ocean I don’t remember

so vast and wide because one of these birds is not native

to this landscape so I want to say, let’s kill the thing 

unlike us. We are not birds but we are swans with intertwined

necks and maybe we are bleeding 

and maybe our mouths

are licking the blood away or maybe we are ouroboros 

and we don’t know what came first—us eating the other or the desire



for the thing like itself. What does a man want more than to see 

a mirror image, a spread of cards 

where each is a tool to vanquish the fear that nothing survives

that every skull is fractured. The woman says, let’s die 

together forever, let’s keep dying.

iii.

The woman bites herself until herself is gone.
Until herself is snake is you is me is us 

is void of anyone but us. There is no one else.

Once upon a time there was nothing here.

Just a moon and water and two jars to pour
the water into and then pour out

over naked bodies on a bridge back to Brooklyn. 

You say you want her hair to be messy but really 

you meant to say

show me your cards. Show me how the moon speaks 
to you and she shows you



slowly spreading 

the deck and each card is you 

and the woman

and a dream where your body is not afraid

of anything.

iv. 

There is a place for everyone. Everyone needs a place.

You tell yourself this. You take out a flashlight.

You look around. She is not there. 

She followed you into that labyrinth of roads half-covered 

by dead animals that you call roadkill and overgrown trees.

You know the road. The one that leads to nowhere.

She stopped. She didn’t breathe. She stood as still 

as she could so you wouldn’t notice her watching. 

She is always watching. She doesn’t have a flashlight,

just feels around in the dark. For something. 



There’s you. A hand, not a body. You are afraid.

There is a bridge at the end of the road.

You want to cross this bridge but you don’t know how.

You lost your flashlight somewhere along a river.

You don’t know the river’s name. You can’t call its name.

Any name. 

Etc. 

There is a cracking of sticks and leaves from inside 

your body and your body is born from your hand

and your hand opens and there are two elks. 

They stand still. They do not breathe. 

There is no rib cage.

She calls a name you can’t hear. It doesn’t matter.

It could be any name. 

She stands next to you holding a flashlight. 



* * * 
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